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Who does the president have the eyes only for?
Before Ex-president of Paraguay Duarte Frutos resigned, the only thing
he took is his favorite, which is a customized gift according the health
condition of his backbone, and stayed with him every day. During the
8-hour work she provides the comfort and backbone health witnesses
the pains and gainseven reflects dignity and taste.
Who is he_Vertu,Understanding.
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Hidden Waist support,
protect your backbone softly
According to the ergonomic research and medical
analysis, we set waist support between the 3rd and 5th
section of backbone, which will release the burden of
your body and prevent occupational disease.
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Synchronism tilting auto-adjustable mechanism
Seat slides following your body tilting.
Synchronism tilting auto-adjustable mechanism will adjust
supporting force according to different weights.
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Chair back design,
conform to curvature of backbone.
118, the angle makes people most comfortable
and most free, provides 8-hour health care.

Smoothly up and down,
freely chair height adjusting.
Powder coated gas lift with steel material
inside,reduces the friction, and freely
locates your chair at comfortable height.
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Mesh Collection
Sunon Chair Research and Development Department make a deep research
for staff's daily work manner, they repositioning for work and life balance, the
light and ventilatation mesh provide users whole day comfort experience by
outstanding human engineering design, Vertu chair can meet people different
postures demand when they work for the whole day, people can feel human
engineering comfort experience by simple control, also this personalized
chairs own various color match as options.
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Smoothly up and down,
freely chair height adjusting.

Smoothly up and down,
freely chair height adjusting.

Powder coated gas lift with steel material
inside, reduces the friction, and freely
locates your chair at comfortable height.

Powder coated gas lift with steel material
inside, reduces the friction, and freely
locates your chair at comfortable height.

PU up-and-down armrest
According to the ergonomic research, the
armrest can go up and down, and rotate,
which will assist to support your weight
and reduce the pressure to your waist.
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Specification

Seat Cushion
Will disperse and release your weight
pressure to vein in legs.
CVE80SC-2
W665*D670*H1210

CVE80SW-2
W665*D645*H1210

CVE81SW-2
W620*D620*H1190

CVE60SC-2
W665*D655*H1010

CVE61SW-2
W620*D590*H980

CVE71GW-2
W620*D625*H975

CVE70GW-2
W620*D625*H975

CVE70SC-2
W620*D625*H975

Advanced mesh
With 3D-mesh-tighten technique, curved
chairback perfectly fits for your back, and
is more durable.

Material
Seat

P-TM01

P-TM02

P-TM06

P-TM07

P-TM09

P-TM10

P-TM12

P-TM13

P-TM14

CW-AN21H

CW-AN29H

CW-AN30H

CW-AN40H

CW-AN50H

CW-AN60H

CW-AN70H

CW-AN80H

Backrest

CW-AN10H

Backrest/Seat

ZP9817

XP01

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

CVE60SW-2
W665*D630*H1010

